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Land Use Changes and impacts on Livelihoods of the Communities Adjacent to Mt Elgon
Forest Ecosystem
Abstract
Forests play a critical role in providing essential goods and services to forest adjacent
communities. There is, however, insufficient information on how land uses affect the availability
and use of forest products and services by forest adjacent communities. This study analysed the
impacts of land use changes on the livelihoods of Mt Elgon forests adjacent communities. Land
use changes were assessed for the period 1977-2019 segmented into four time periods
corresponding to remote sensing data obtained for the years 1977, 1986, 1999 and 2019.
Household surveys were conducted using structured questionnaires administered to 387
respondents. The questionnaires assessed how changes in land uses has impacted livelihoods.
Analysis of data revealed that between 1977 and 2019, the size of land under natural forest has
declined by 18%, bamboo declined by 15% while grasslands declined by 13%. On the contrary,
the size of land under mixed farming and fallow increased by 30% and 27% respectively.
Majority of the households (91%) were affirmative that they obtained products from Mt Elgon
forest pointing to the importance of the forest to the communities living adjacent to the forest.
Households closer to the forest were more reliant on the forest than those that lived farther away.
The use of forest resources has been declining from 1970s with herbal medicine, game meat and
wild fruits experiencing the highest decline of 28%, 27% and 24% respectively. The high
dependency of the forest-adjacent communities on the Mt. Elgon forests call for enhanced
conservation of the forest ecosystem and sustainable utilization of forest resources.
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Introduction
The United Nation Economic Commission of Europe defines land use as the manner in
which land is utilized (UNECE, 2004). Land use is characterized by the arrangements,
activities and inputs people undertake in certain land cover types to produce, and maintain
change. Land use changes worldwide have become a global concern because of the negative
impacts often associated with them (Lambin and Meyfroidt, 2011). These changes may occur in
the form of intensification and extensification in which case one or more land uses expand at the
expense of other land use type. Intensification of agriculture, for example, can be at the expense
of grazing land, forestry, and settlement (Mungo, 2003).
In the recent past, land uses have been transforming land cover at both local and global scales
(Arnoldo, 2000). The significance of these changes is reflected in the consequences on
biodiversity, ecosystem services and livelihoods of the forest adjacent communities (Mungo,
2003; Svein et al. 2002). Whereas as agricultural production is easy to quantify in monetary
terms, quantifying forest products can be a challenge given that, many of them are derived in the
form of ecosystem services (Maua et al. 2018; Johnson, 2000).). Changes in land uses from
natural forests to agricultural land can lead to a decline in essential ecosystem services
ultimately, impacting the livelihoods of the forest adjacent communities (Ahlcrona, 1986; FAO,
2004). These livelihoods may include animal fodder, wild fruits, wild vegetable, firewood, game
meat, timber, ornamental services and herbal medicines.

Despite the significance of services provided by forests, land use changes continue to interfere
with the livelihoods of forest-dependent communities (IUFRO, 2005). FAO (2004) reported that
the expansion of land under sugarcane in Swaziland has led to a decline in the community
livelihoods such as timber and game viewing in the savannas. Anisara & Rajendra (2008)
reported inadequate studies on the relationship between land use changes and the livelihoods of
the forest-adjacent communities. IUFRO (2005) reported that forest ecosystem services are
generally ignored until the negative human consequences of their disruption are reflected in their
loss. Land use changes play a critical role in the livelihoods of the Mt Elgon forest community,
given that majority of the households are dependent on the forest for subsistence (Kaboggoza et
al. 2006).. Assessing the impacts of land use changes on livelihood strategies is crucial in
understanding community-based conservation of forest resources (UNEP, 2001; CBD, 2010).
This study assessed land use changes and analyzed their impacts on the livelihoods of
communities adjacent to Mt Elgon forest ecosystem.
Methods
Location and size of Mt Elgon
Mount Elgon forest is a transboundary ecosystem located in North-western Kenya and Eastern
Uganda. This study was carried out in Kenya’s Mt. Elgon forest ecosystem (figure 1). Mt Elgon
forest is located at lies at latitude 1° 08' N and longitude 34° 45' E. Mount Elgon Ecosystem is
located approximately 150 km northeast of Lake Victoria. The region receives a bimodally
distributed rainfall, with the wettest months occurring from April to October (van Heist, 1994).
Rainfall amounts change with altitude where the upper slopes receive relatively heavier rainfall
compared to low lying areas. It receives an annual precipitation of 1280 mm with a minimum of
1000mm per annum and a maximum of 2000mm per annum. The dry seasons run from June to
August and from December to March, although it can rain at any time. The forest zone receives
the maximum rainfall of 3000mm (Synott, 1968). The region experiences a minimum and
maximum temperature of 9°c and 22°c respectively. The forest ecosystem covers some
72,874ha part of which is gazetted as a National Park, and another part as a Forest Reserve.
The forest is structured. First there is the montane forest zone which runs from the park boundary
up to about 2500m altitude. Then there is the bamboo and low canopied forest from about 2500m
to 3000m, above that is the high montane heath zone covering 3000m to 3500m. Over 3500m
vegetation gives way to open moor land. At about 3800m there is zone of Afro alpine vegetation.
All this diversity in vegetation provides habitats for various species of wildlife and birds.
The Mt. Elgon forest ecosystem serves as a catchment for the drainage system of three major
lakes including L. Victoria and L. Turkana in Kenya and L. Kyoga in Uganda. The key rivers
include the Suam River which becomes the Turkwel River downstream and drains into Lake
Turkana. Other rivers in the forest ecosystem flow into Lake Victoria. The Nzoia river flows
south through into Lake Victoria, while Turkwel runs north into Lake Turkana. Malakisi River flows westwards, providing and enters Uganda.
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Assessm
ment of Livellihoods
Data for this study were
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collectted from Mtt Elgon forest ecosystem
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150
82
232
387

The respondents included were house hold heads aged fifty years and above and had lived in the
region for more than thirty years.
3.5 Data Collection Techniques
The study was preceded by a reconnaissance survey of the Mt Elgon forest ecosystem. The
reconnaissance ensured familiarization with the areas of study, making necessary logistical
arrangements with respondents and local authorities, and the collection of background
information.
Questionnaires were used to collect data on impacts of land use change on the livelihoods of the
forest adjacent community. The livelihoods that were of interest to the researcher included: the
use of herbal medicine, timber, wood fuel, fodder, indigenous fruits, indigenous vegetables,
game meat and ornamental products. To evaluate impacts of land use changes on these
livelihoods, the respondents were asked to list benefits that the acquired from the forest starting
from the 1970s to 2010s. They were then asked to note the changes that have occurred in the
acquisition of this land uses and the reasons for the changes in the benefits that were acquired
from the forest. In cases where some benefits had declined, they were asked to indicate the
alternative ways of meeting for the declined livelihoods.
Observations were made on status the status of vegetation cover and livelihoods of the local
community. Accessible areas of the forest such as Kaberwa were visited by the help of forest
guards from Kenya Forest Services and livelihoods such as the use of herbal medicine were
captured. Observations were also made on the local markets such as Kapsokwony and Cheptais
to capture data on the use of wood fuel, herbal medicines and timber. This data was captured by
use of a 20.1 Mega pixel, Wide 5x zoom Nikon camera.
To validate data acquired by questionnaires, two Focus Group Discussions comprising of ten
members were constituted. The FGD were constituted at Chepyuk and in Endebess. The Focus
Group discussion comprised of community leaders, village elders, old women and old men. The
selected people were adult males and females aged above fifty years and had lived in the region
for more than fifty years. This age group was selected to ensure that the participants had
information on land use change and its effects on livelihoods of the local community from 1972.
Interviews were carried out on various stake holders who included county traditional medical
practitioners, Kenya Wildlife Service (KWS) and Kenya Forest Research Service representative.
The interviews sought to identify rules and regulations governing the use of forest livelihoods
and the changes that have taken place in the utilization of forest livelihoods.
Household surveys were conducted by administering structured questionnaires with closed and
open-ended questions to collect qualitative and quantitative data on households and their
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d
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RESULT
TS
Land Usse Change
The landd use change analysis connducted for three
t
time peeriods (19777, 1986, 19999 and 2019) and
the resultts are presen
nted in the figgure 2.
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Figure 2: Land
L
Use/ lannd cover chaanges in Mt Elgon forestt ecosystem between 197772019.
In 1977, natural forest was the doominant landd use. Howeever, the natuural forest coover has decclined
d
by 18%
3.95% inn 1986, 16.17% in 19999 and 18% in 2019. Inn total, natuural forest declined
between 1977 and 20
019. This deecline was hiighest in the years 1986--1999 at -122.2%) and loowest
in the years 1999-2
2019. Whereeas in the 1977-1986 period, grassslands expeerienced a 1.1%
uent years, thhere was a marked decrease in thee area coverred by grasslands
increase, in subsequ
d
in naatural forestss and
with the highest deccline occurriing in the yeears, 1986-11999. The decline
N
Tea Zone
grasslandds was driveen by encroaachment intoo the forest to create laand for the Nyayo
Plantation and the establishmen
e
nt of the seccond (1742hha) and thirdd phase (28865ha) of thhe Mt
Elgon resettlement scheme.
s
Thee introductioon of the ressettlement scchemes led to an increaase in
land undder mixed faarming, the highest
h
of which
w
was 177.48% between 1986 annd 1999. In total,
mixed faarming in Mtt Elgon forest ecosystem
m has recordded a 29.27%
% increase between 19777 and
2019 (figgure 3).
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Figurre 3: Trends in changes in land use/laand cover
Analysess of the Land
dsat Images of 1999 estaablished thaat plantation forests and tea farming were
the addeed land usess in the Mtt. Elgon ecoosystem. Thhe size of land
l
under plantation forest
f
increasedd by 21.89%
% to 407.67 km2 in 19999. Both inndigenous plantations comprising of
o the
Elgon teaak species and
a exotic pllantations off cyprus andd eucalyptus trees were advocated by
b the
governm
ment. These tree
t
species have both commercial
c
a househoold use. Teaa farming (N
and
Nyayo
Tea Zonne-NTZ), esttablished as a buffer zoone to preveent further encroachmen
e
nt by the foorest2
adjacent communitiees into the foorest coveredd some 0.01%
% (1.81km ) of the totall forest land area.
The introoduction of plantation forest
f
and Nyayo
N
Tea Zone,
Z
furtherr reduced laand under naatural
forest, grrasslands and
d fallow landd.
At presennt, more than
n 58% of stuudy area is under
u
agricuulture with 30.63% undeer mixed farm
ming,
27.92% under
u
fallow
w land and 0.13% under tea farming whereas naatural forest area
a
has decclined
to about 18% and plaanted forest area is 6.46%
%. This is onne of the maajor change of
o land use of
o Mt
Elgon forrest ecosysteem.
ment of Rura
al Livelihooods
Assessm
Results of
o questionnaaire analysess revealed thhat majority of the houseeholds in thee Mt. Elgon forest
f
ecosystem
m had varied
d sources off income. Niinety one peercent 91% (n=332)
(
deriived their inccome
from the forest. Sixtty-five (65.66; n=229) peercent reporrted farmingg as their priimary sourcces of
income, business 11.7% (n=48)), governmennt employm
ment 11.46%
% (n=47), em
mployment inn the
private sector
s
7.8%
% (n=32) annd charcoal burning 2.9% (n=12) (figure 2). Despite haaving
additionaal sources off income, itt was clear that
t
they maajority were dependent on the foresst for
livelihoods.
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Firewoodd, being a major
m
source of fuel enerrgy in the arrea was the most
m soughtt-after livelihhood.
Ninety-one (91.7; n=330) perceent of the households
h
w
were
dependdent of woood fuel from
m the
forest. Use
U of grass and fodder were reporteed by a furthher 91% (n=
=328) of thee householdss that
own liveestock. Some 54% (n=2200) of the forest adjaccent-commuunities rely on
o the foresst for
constructtion materialls such as tim
mber. Forty-seven (47; n=171) perccent of the households
h
o
obtain
herbal medicine
m
from
m forest. Forrty-three (433.8; n=160) percent of the
t househollds obtainedd wild
vegetablees, game meeat 41.6% (n=
=152), wild fruits 38.5%
% (n=140) annd ornamenttal resources 24%
(n=89) frrom the forest (figure 2)..
Distancee Effects on Household--dependencce on the Mtt Elgon ecossystem
The distaance from th
he forest signnificantly innfluenced thee likelihood of dependence on the forest
f
for liveliihoods. Resp
pondents living closer too the forest were more dependent
d
o the forestt than
on
househollds further aw
way from thhe forest. Analysis of datta revealed thhat some 42% (n=137) of
o the
respondeents living leess than 2km
m obtained majority
m
of thheir livelihooods from thee forest comppared
with thosse who lived
d further awaay (figure 5)). These finddings clearlyy demonstratte that houseehold
dependennce on the fo
orest is inverrsely proporttional to disttance.
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Changess in Forest Livelihoods
L
Results of
o this study
y show that,, there have been signifficant declinne in majoriity of livelihhoods
among thhe communiities living adjacent
a
to thhe Mt. Elgon forest. Ovver the last 50
5 years (1970 to
2019), thhe use of heerbal mediciine, fodder, timber and wood fuel show a decllining trend.. The
highest decline
d
is in the use of herbal
h
mediccine betweenn 1970 and 2010
2
follow
wed by wild fruits
(figure 6)). The least decline
d
was in the harvesting of woood fuel.
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There weere notable trends
t
in livvelihoods. Beetween 19700 and 1980, there was an
a increase in
i the
use of majority
m
of forest
fo
produccts with the use of wildd vegetabless having the highest inccrease
followedd by wood fuel
fu , timber, fodder, gam
me meat, wild
w fruits annd herbal meedicine. Bettween
1980 andd 1990 theree were decliining trends with the hiighest declinne being in the use of game
g
meat andd wild fruits. Similarlyy, the use of wood fuuel, timber, ornamentaal products, wild
vegetablees, herbal medicines
m
andd fodder decclined respectively. Furtther decliness were witneessed
between 1990 and 20
000 with herrbal medicinne and wild vegetables
v
exxhibiting thee highest deccline.
mental prodducts;
Fodder, wild fruits and timber experienceed moderate decline as were ornam
timber annd wood fuel. Additionaally, game meat, wood, and
a wild veggetables decliined (figure 7).
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Figure 7: Trends in Changes in livelihoods in Mt Elgon Forest Ecosystem.

The decrease in the use of herbal medicines, corresponded to a decline in abundance of
medicinal plants. For instance, Melia volkensis and Warbugia ugandensis had greatest decline in
the ecosystem as reported by 24.1% (n=88) and 12.6% (n=46) of the respondents respectively.
Other herbal plant species that declined considerably and included Diospyros abyssinica (9%;
n=33), Grewia trichocarp (7.9%; n=29), Croton macrostachyus (5.8%; n=21) and Aloe elgonica
(4.9%; n=18). A number of wild vegetables have also declined in the Mt Elgon forest ecosystem
and include Amaranthus retroflexus (67.7%; n=248), Vegetable amaranth (62.7%; n=229),
Basella alba (49%; n=180), Urtica dioica (46.3%; n=169), Solanum nigrum (3.3%; n=12),
Brassica oleraceae (2.2%; n=8), Bidens pilosa (1.4%; n=5) young shoots of Bambusa vulgaris
(1.4%; n=5) and forest mushrooms (0.8%; n=3). There has also been reported decline in some
ornamental plant species that include Bambuso ideae (43.68%), Markamia lutea (21.58%)
Erythrina abyssinica 10.53%, Diospyros abyssinica (9.47%), Olea europea (6.32%), Tectona
grandis (3.16%) and Entada abyssinica and Spathodea campanulata (2.11%).
Figure 6 provides a summary of trends in changes in land uses and livelihoods in Mt Elgon
forest. It is clear that natural forests, bamboo forests and grasslands have been on the declining
trend between 1977 and 2019. Land under agriculture (mixed farming, fallow land and tea
farming) has expanded over the same period (figure 8). All forest-dependent livelihoods continue
to decline with wild fruits and game meat showing significant declines.
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Discussioon
Results of
o the analysses of Landssat images clearly show that 18% decline in nattural forest and
a a
29% andd 10% increaase in mixedd farming andd fallow lannd respectiveely. This dem
monstrates thhat in
the Mt Elgon foresst ecosystem
m, there has been a clear
c
shift changes
c
in land uses, from
m the forest by the foreest-adjacent communitiees, to agricuultural
dependenncy on livellihoods from
activitiess as mitigattion and adaptation strategies to reduced
r
acccess to forest resource. The
profitabillity of agriiculture couupled with the governnment policies that proohibit and limit
utilization of forest resources
r
apppears to bee the main driver
d
for thee shift by thhe forest-adjacent
communiities to agriiculture. The decline inn natural forest may exxplain the decline
d
in foorestderived livelihoods.
l
Githae et al.. (2007) conncurs that currrently, the capacity
c
of tropical
t
forests to
sustain and
a improve livelihoods has declinedd. Albinus et
e al. (2008) reported thaat major land use
changes observed in
n the sub-caatchments off Lake Victooria region are the trannsformation from
c
forrest encroachhment and coonversion off wetlands too agriculturee; and
perenniall to annual cropping,
this has led to a deccline in landd productivitty. Gautam (2008) conffirmed that land
l
use chaanges
significanntly impacteed livelihoods of the people of Maadertala villlage in Khuulna District who
dependennt on land diirectly or inddirectly. Asaaha and Deakkin, (2016) opined
o
that the
t disappearrance
of primarry forest wass the main driver
d
for thee dwindling non-timber
n
f
forest
produccts (NTFPs) such
as bush mangoes
m
in Cameroon.
C
T has in tuurn, encouraaged the dom
This
mestication and
a cultivation of
these fruiits.
Results of
o this study
y also establlished that distance
d
influences acceess to the foorest. Househholds
within a 2km radiuss of the foreest were higghly dependeent on the forest
f
compaared to thosse far
away. A number of studies
s
have also reporteed similar obbservations on
o the distannce-effects on
o the
utilisationn of forest products (M
Maua et al. 2018; Dashh et al. 20166; Timko et al. 2010). Most

livelihoods have declined in Mt Elgon forest ecosystem. Herbal medicine, wild fruits, timber,
wild vegetables, ornamental products, wood fuel and fodder have all declined. Kokwaro (1976)
reported that some 58 tree species were medicinally exploited for their bark in Kenya and their
abundance was declining. For instance, Overexploitation of Warburgia ugandensis, a much
sought-after medicinal species has declined significantly in forests bordering Nairobi. In
Kakamega forest, Olea capensis is being excessively debarked for similar reasons (Mutangah et
al. 1992). IUCN (1996) affirmed that forests supply many foodstuffs such as, wild fruits,
vegetables, fibres, nuts and tubers that constitute a regular and integral part of a household's diet.
These tend to gathered for immediate consumption or used as dry-season or emergency foods.
Asaha and Deakin (2016) reported that in Cameroon, hunting and fishing were carried out at a
minimal level of less than 10% of the households. Increasing government regulations as well as
dwindling numbers of wildlife were reported to contribute to the unavailability of bush meat and
fish in the Cameroon. Wass (1994) confirmed that ornamental products obtained from Kenyan
forest, are dwindling due to changes in land uses.
Conclusion
Changes in land uses has led to a dramatic decline in extents of natural forest, bamboo forests
and grasslands cover and an accompanying expansion in land under agriculture. Consequently,
majority of the household that obtain products from the forest are affected. Large areas of the
natural forest have been converted to mixed farms and tea plantations driven by dwindling forest
livelihoods and the high income and prohibitive government laws and policies that discourage
forest livelihoods. Consequently, majority of the livelihoods that were derived from the forest
have declined. There is also a distance-effect on forest dependency. Households that live within a
2km radius are more dependent on forest livelihoods that those farther away. There is the need to
enhance sustainable forest management strategies should be adopted to safeguard the livelihoods
of the forest-adjacent communities. Further, there is need to enlighten forest-adjacent
communities on sustainable exploitation of forest livelihoods.
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